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James Simpson, a freshman mechanical engineering major from Miami, and Henry 
Michelangelo irifects 
campus computers 
by Kelly A. Hofer 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Alert! Computer virus Michelangelo, 
set to strike March 6, destroys personal 
IBM compatible computer systems. The 
virus spreads rapidly and must be re-
moved once detected. 
The Michelangelo virus can cause 
disk damage, hard drive reformating 
and a decrease in the total system and 
available memory. It becomes triggered 
on March 6, the Renaissance painter's 
birthday. 
''We have found a number of them on 
campus. We're able to scan for them and 
see what each virus will do anc;l take care 
of it accordingly," said Cheryl Bennett, 
Computer Services help desk. 
The Michelangelo virus has received 
attention due to its time sequence, ac-
cording to Neil Snyder Sr., program ana-
lyst for Computer Services. 
"There are other viruses, [but] 
Michelangelo has been the most com-
mon one and gotten national attention," 
Snyder said. '' 
Similar to the common cold, computer 
viruses spread to each computer without 
the user's knowledge. Michelangelo has 
affected half of the personal computer 
systems at the University of Florida and all 
of the PCs at Southeastern University. 
"We have provided the services to · 
have disks scanned and checked for vi-· 
ruses," said Bennett. Afree copy ofIBM's 
Scan ver: 2.1 may be obtained from the 
Help Desk in the Computer Store with 
an unformatted diskette. 
''We haven't had a rash outbreak. A 
benefit is that the virus has given an 
opportunity to scan and for people to be 
more conscious that there are other vi-
ruses out there," Bennett remarked. 
The Computer Store offers services to 
clean infected computers. Neil Snyder em-
phasizes that, "Michelangelo is a relatively 
mild virus. You can repair the.damage that 
it does; you can't with others." 
"Once you have a clean system you 
can always check it out and scan it," 
Snyder said. "You are relatively safe if 
you use your own computer and don't 
trade any diskettes." 
~candidate slapped again'. 
Mann found guilty of early active campaigning ~ · 
Sigma Epsilon at about 5:15 p.m. Feb. 
10. Ramos, a business administration freshman from West Palm Beach, started their by Sandra Pedicini STAFF REPORTER 
~ spring break early. 
' I 
Election statutes dictated that active 
campaigning could not begin witil 6 p.m. 
on that day. 
The Student Government Election 
Commission repeated last month's per-
formance by fin ding former student body 
presidential candidate David Mann 
guilty of active campaigning before elec-
tion statutes allowed. 
The Election Commission's decided 
that Mann had made yet another major 
violation by discussing his upcoming 
campaign with business fraternity Pi 
Two PSE members had spoken to 
commissioners about Mann's speech but 
neither had made official statements, 
Chief Election Commissioner Kim 
Atwood said. 
Election commissioners then asked 
SG ELECTION continued page 4 
SG executives attend national conference 
by Sandra Pecllclnl 
STAFF REPORTER 
Four Student Government 
executive branch members flew 
to Texas to attend the 12th an-
nual Conference on Student 
Governments last week. 
Vice President Mark Dogoli, 
Director of Public Relations 
Chris Marlin, Director of Ex-
ecutiveAffairs Brian Handshuh 
and Director of Legislative Af-
fairs Tom Leek attended the 
conference to mingle with other 
SG representatives throughout 
the country. 
SGmembers attended work& 
shops on topics such as rallying 
corporate and local support, cul-
tural leadership and diversity 
andfreshmen orientation pro-
grams. 
"It's the best student govern-
ment conference in the nation," 
Marlin said. 
Marlin said that chances are 
good that UCF will present one 
or more workshops next year. 
"People are recognizing that 
we [UCFJ have more to offer than 
alotof studentgovemmentsacross 
the nation," Marlin said 
Marlin said that because 
Florida statutes place so much 
responsibility on student gov-
emments, the Florida student 
government associations are 
more advanced than those 
around the nation. 
Still, he said, "there's always 
an exchange of ideas." 
UCF and other Florida stu-
dent government associations 
can learn from other universi-
ties' successes and failures, 
Marlin add.ed. 
'There are always things that 
we can learn, but we do have 
more to give than a lot of other 
people,~ he said. 
"\Vetakestudentgovernment 
seriously, whereas they don't," 
~k said "A lot of them are just 
puppets of their administration." 
Leek said the conference 
served as a great opportunity to 
give and receive ideas for a more 
effective student government. 
But Leek said that he and his 
colleagues still had things to 
learn by discussing problems 
that all universities face, like 
apathy among students. 
Leek said the most impor-
tant thing he learned was better 
ways to rally corporate support 
and get UCF more involved in 
the community. 
SG executive branch mem-
bers Jason DiBona, president, 
Terri Francis, cultural affairs 
advocate and Marlin will be fly-
ing to Washington D.C. for yet 
another conference. 
They will be attending the 
third National Conference on 
the Advancement of Student 
Diversity. The conference begins 
Thursday and ends Saturday, 
however members will be return-
ing to Orlando on Swiday. 
The total cost of both trips is 
$4,044 with the trip to Texa 
costing $2,544 and the trip to 
Washinton D.C. costing about 
$1,500. The trips were funded 
by Activity and Service Fees that 
every student pays as a part of 
tuition fees. 
See Coupon Spring Break Special inside - ·: --~1 
PRESIDENT'S 
LEADERSHIP COUNCIL 
PURPOSE: The Council serves U.C.F. as official 
student ambassadors, both on and 
off campus. 
ELIGIBILITY: Candidates should be degree-
seeking students of Junior standing 
or higher, with an overall minimum 
G.P.A. of 3.0. 
Candidates must have demon-
strated leadership ability in Univer-
sity and community organizations. 
Applications are available in Admin. 282 and 
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Last week The Central Florida Future 
polled 148 students about the ff: <:-~~: ~=* ··~
J~ 
Total breaks down as follows: 
47 3% 1 'ndeci·ded Republican 29J10 • O U 1 Democrat 351/h 





;I HOW ARE-YOU I GOING TO 
'I VOTE? 
And the next president is undecided 
by Bill Cushing 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
It has been decided: "Undecided" is the undisputed 
winner of a recent straw poll conducted on the UCF 
campus by The central Florida Future. 
Incumbent President George Bush led the field with 
41 checks of the 148 votes tallied, but 70 of the students 
were undecided on whether Bush should return to 
office. 
While Bush earned less than 30percentofthevoting 
total, his closest competitor turned out to be Paul 
Tsongas with 14 votes (9.4 percent). Patrick Buchanan, 
Bush's threat from the far right of the party, matChed 
Clinton's seven votes (4. 7 percent). 
Within his party Bush fared better, capturing 60 
percent of the total 
Meanwhile, the Democrats continue the fragmenta-
tion that threatens their own chances at winning the 
presidency. Tsongas was the frontrunner among the 
party's hopefuls with 25 percent of those votes, but 
most Democrats were still largely undecided. That 
category accounted for 45 percent of the total. 
Ambiguity over the choices seems to be the only 
definitive factor this year. Mike Derby, a senior study-
ing mechanical engineering, was not really surprised 
although he admitted, ''That's a lot of people." 
"People look at the people running and don't like any 
of them enough to vote for them," he continued. 'The 
biggest problem, I think, is the national deficit, and 
none of tnese people seem to care about it." 
Derby, a registered Republican, is backing Buchanan 
this year. 
"I don't think Democrats have any idea how money 
works," he said." And I don't like the way Bush is being 
president. So I really don't have any choice." 
While 17.6 percent of those surveyed are not regis-
tered voters, 88.5 percent intend to vote in the election 
with one student undecided although registered. 
The final breakdown of voters was: 
•Registered voters - 122 yes (82.4 percent), 26 no 
(17.6 percent) 
• Political affiliation - 65 Republican ( 44 percent), 
51 Democrat (35 percent), 31 independent or other (21 
percent). 
Perhaps the category dealing with political party 
identification was the one with the most surprises. 
According to a general Sociological Survey con-
ducted by the National Opinion Resource Center of the 
University of Chicago, the national breakdown of reg-
istered voters born after 1960 indicates that, while 40 
percent choose independent, the remainder is evenly 
split between Republicans and Democrats. 
Philip Pollack, associate professor of political sci-
ence, was not overly surprised that UCF students 
revealed a propensity toward the Republican Party. 
"This area of the country is much more Republican 
than most," he said. 
Respondents to the survey were categorized by: 
• Sex - 76 females (51 percent), 72 males (49 
percent) 
• Class-16 freshman (11 percent), 16 sophomores 
(11 percent), 44 juniors (30 percent), 64 seniors (44 
percent), seven graduate students (5 percent) 
•College - 64 arts and sciences (43 percent) , 37 
business (25 percent), 15 engineering (10 percent), 15 
education (10 percent), 10 in health and professional 
studies (7 percent), five liberal studies (3 percent) and 
two undecided. 
In the March 3 issue ofThe Central Florida Future, the story 
titled "SG Senate funds conference for engineers" should 
have read that the amount of money given to the American 
Society of Civil Engineers totaled $1,435. In addition, the 
cutline for the picture titled ROLL 'EM should have read 
Gordon Ku. 
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agamst the rules. 
SG ELECTION "I feel used," she said. 
OM PAGE Chong later withdrew her FR 1 statement from the Election 
president Georgine Chong and 
member Joe Sharpe to make 
official statements about the 
incident. 
Chong said she had reluc-
tantly made the statement after 
Atwood had told her it would be 
for election commissioners' 
records only. She didn't know 
they were intending to use the 
statement in a case against 
Mann, she said. 
Commission. 
Previously, Mann had spo-
ken in front of Alpha Kappa Psi 
on Feb. 2 and had been fined $40 
for it. Mann and the Election 
Commission had disagreed over 
· the definition of "active cam-
paigning." 
Election statutes do not spe-
cifically state that speaking in 
front of groups is active cam-
paigning, and· Mann asserted 
that telling the fraternities 
about his campaign constituted 
the right of free speech. SPLISH! SPLASH! 
Chong also said that candi-
dates speak in front of Pi Sigma 
Epsilon every year and that 
when she asked him to speak in 
front of the group she didn't 
think he was doing anything 
The Election Commission 
and the SG Judicial Council 
ruled against him, however. 
A UCF student gets into shape by practicing the butterily stroke in the pool near 
Rrecreational Services. (Michael oeHoogtFUTUREJ 
Reach Out 
With Love 
• United way 
THE HEART 
OF FL\:/RIDA 
ORANGE · OSCEOLA · SEMINOLE 
Suppose you 
could save more 
lives than were 
lost in Vietnam, 
Korea and 
World War II. 
The Diabetes Research Institute at 
\he UniversityofMiamiisnowcreating 
what the world has needed for so long. 
One state-of-the art facility where 
the finest medical minds and most 
advanced technology in diabetes 
treatment and research can be 
brought together from around the 
globe to work together on a scope 
and at a pace not possible before. 
Diabetes has been waging war 
against all of mankind for centuries, 
a silent killer claiming lives in every 
nation on earth. 
But now, with your help, we have a 
chance to win this war once and for all. 
For all mankind. 
Until we find the cure, we must 




University of Miami 
School of Medicine 
8600 NW 53rd Terrace 
Suite #202 
Miami, Florida 33166 
Toll Freel •800•321 •3437 
Join Our Mission. 




SALES - SERVICE - RENTAL 
1& The Best Summer Job 
you'll ever have! 
In your own hometown. 
1-800-443-3059 
.------------,.--------, 
: Buy One, Get One 50% Off : , OUTLET 
Bring Friends .. . 






10% student discount on regular merchandise with UCF ID 
I When you purchase one food item, receive the I 
I second entree of equal or less value, for half price. I 
I Please present coupon when ordering. Not valid in combination with other I .. ~~~111!!!!!~~~1111111111 ... ••••lll•••••••• 
discounts or special offers. No cash value. Limit 1 coupon per party per visit. UNCOVERED•PERFORMANCE 
I fl"J I f If 1'J f k Valid only at the following Wag's: I 
I Wv"V' 10615 E. Colonial I 
I . FAM1~v RESTAURANTS Union Park I 
L Exprres April 30,1992 Phone ahead for pickup 281-1344 .J --------------------
I 
1 
We're Proud To Announce 
Our "New Addition" 
.\'ame: Oviedo Office 
Dateof "Birth": Fall1991 





Robert T. Hoover, MD 
Frederick A. Hoover, MD 
Louis Stern, MD 
Gary J. Jimenez, MD 
Howard D. Schechter, MD 
John Serrao, MD 
Distinguishing Characteristics: 
•Complete OB/GYN care, including infertility, 
surgery, menopause, osteoporosis , high-risk 
obstetrics and female urinary incontinence 






•Comfortable, secure fit. 
•Built-in arch support. • Easy on .and off. 
• Soft nylon straps. • All T erram sole. 
fl . 
0000.Rol/erb/ade.,., 
Have a great time 
on us. 
There's no better way to spend the day than enjoying simple 
pleasures with a special friend. So, don't let the best time of your life 
pass you by. Put on a pair of Rollerblade® in-line skates. 
RaUerbladlllb is a r~s!Mld trademark of Ralerblde, Inc 





Jennifer M Burgess 
STAFF REPORTER 
An 18-year-old UCF student 
was arrested last week for be-
ing in possession of an alcoholic 
beverage. 
According to police reports, 
he was asked for identification 
after walking by a university 
police officer carrying a white Or-
lando Majic cup containing beer. 
Police reports also state that 
his eyes were glassy and that alco-
hol could be smelled on his breath. 
The male Seminole Hall stu-
dent was arrested Saturday in 
the hallway of Osceola Hall. In 
other police news: 
• A walkie-talkie belonging 
to the Housing Department was 
reported missing after a resi-
dence assistant left the radio in 
the Commons on Saturday. 
John.Jo Schofield said he ac-
cl<iP.nt.allv left the walkie-talkie 
~() C()ve~ 
52.()() 
on a snack machine in the Com-
mons while buying a snack. 
Schofield returned to the RA's 
Office but didn't notice the wa1kie-
t.alkie was missing until one hour 
later. He searched the area but 
didn't find the missing wa1kie-
t.a1kie which was valued at $500. 
• A box of 1,000 hypodermic 
needleswasreportedmissingfrom 
Central Receiving last week. 
Peggy Hightower of Central 
Receivine: told oolice that the 
Mi11d ~~a~e~~ 






SATURDAY, MARCH 7, at 9PM 
SHERATON UNIVERSITY INN 
1724 Alafaya Trail, Orlando 
(Corner of Alafaya and Hwy50} 
for directions call 658 - 9008 
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT Must be at least 18 years old 
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box of needles had been mistak-
enly delivered to the Biology 
Building and sent back to Cen-
tral Receiving on Dec. 28. 
According to police reports, 
Pony Express arrived to pick up 
the box of nee~les on Jan. 30, 
when the needles were discov-
ered missing. Central Receiving 
did not file a report with police 
until Friday, when they realized 
the needles were missing. The 
needles are valued at $54. 
•A car accident occurred on 
Gemini Boulevard on Feb. 27 at 
bout7 p.m. 
Timothy D. Shields at-
tempted to make a left turn onto 
Gemini Boulevard from a park-
ing lot, police reports said. His 
car struck the passenger side of 
a car driven by Kathy J. Maalouf. 
According to police reports, 
Shields was issued a citation for 
failure to yield the right-of-way. 
No injuries were reported. 
Iver Get A Pol 
~mo~hed! 
fRlfNOS OON'I lH fRlfNOS 
ORIVf ORUNK. 
~ US Department of Transporta~on 
1 MONTH FREE 
WE OFFER 1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT WITH 
CARPET, DRAPES, CENTRAL AlR/HEAT, WITH ALL 
OF THE FOLLOWING EX1RAS: 
•RIGHT ACROSS FROM UCF 




•ON COUNTY BUS ROUTE 
UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS 
12017 SOLON DR. 
ORLANDO, FL 
(NEXT TO PIZZA HUT ON ALAFAYA) 
273-4097 
$129~ .... 




Easy to look at. 
Pick up all your 
local stations 
clean and clear, 
free and forever. 
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ow simple rules to keep John Law on your side 
by Francis J. Allman 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
It has happened to all of us; 
the flashing red and blue lights, 
a burst of the siren, that sick 
feeling in the stomach: Busted! 
Getting stopped by the police 
is a frightening experience, 
something all of us would like to 
avoid. The chances are, how:-
ever, that eventually John Law 
will be in the rearview mirror, 
looking t-0 have a nice chat. 
But what is the best course of 
action when this happens? 
Should a driver stop on a busy 
highway, or is it better to look 
for a side street or a driveway? 
What about getting out of the 
car and walking back to the offi-
cer? Making him walk up to the 
driver might make him mad, 
right? We certainly don't want 
to make him mad now, do we? 
There are some do's don'ts for 
traffic stop encounters with the 
police that, although they might 
not get a driver out of a ticket, 
they will help ensure the safest 
swp possible. 
\ . 




Tired of Paying High 
Premiums? 
Call us for a FREE QUOTE. 
We're at your service 
24 hours a day , 7 days a week 
ALL INSURANCE 
NEEDS 
We' re the Family that Cares 
IXJN'T WAIT UNTIL TOMORROW, 
IT MAY BE TOO LA TE. 
Special rates for young drivers 
862-5554 
Sergeant Douglas Brown of 
the UCFPoliceDepartmentsays 
that the first thing you should 
do is determine ifindeed you are 
getting pulled over. 
"The important thing is that 
you pull to the right anytime an 
emergency vehicle is behind you 
with its lights and siren in op-
eration. Sometimes you might 
not be getting pulled over," he 
said; "the officer may just be 
trying to get around you." 
But if it is obvious the officer 
wantsaparticu1ardriver,Brown 
says it is best to acknowledge 
the stop somehow. 
"Put on your tum signal, wave 
in the mirror,just let the officer 
know you see him," he said. 
It is not necessary for a driver 
to immediately stop on a busy 
highway or dark road the in-
stant the flashing lights come 
on. ''If the road is busy or very 
dark, it is acceptable to drive to a 
convenience store or other lighted 
area," Brown said. ''But let the 
officer know you see him by slow-
ing down or signaling somehow." 
Once the stop has been made, 
the best thing to do is remain in 
the car-unless the officer tells 
you to get out. "We don't like 
people to exit [their cars] unless 
the deputy tells them to," said 
Lieutenant Dave Black of the 
Orange County Sheriff's Depart-
ment. ''Put the window down, 
turn off the stereo and instruc-
tions will be forthcoming." 
Many times a driver, excited 
or upset about being pulled over, 
will approach an officer to in-
quire why he or she is being 
stopped. This is not a recom-
mended activity. 
"Sometimes people will get 
out and run back tothe [deputy's] 
car." It is precisely this sort of 
sudden action that can get 
people hurt. 
Brown explained, "The offi-
cer is expecting certain types of 
conduct from law-abiding citi-
zens and a different kind from 
non-law-abiding citizens." 
Drivers must bear in mind 
. that a traffic violation mightnot 
be the reason an officer is stop-
ping them. A vehicle similar to 
the one being operated by the 
. COLONIAL FLEA MARKET 
11500 E. Colonial Dr 
(E. HWY. 50) 
(West of alafaya trai I) 
OPEN EVERY FRI., SAT., & SUN. 8AM-5PM 
ACROSS THE ROAD FROM THE 
"FRAT HOUSE" 
EVERY WEEKEND YOU'LL FIND: Hundreds of 
sellers, Thousands of buyers Millions of New & Used items, 
Antiques & Collectibles Free Parking, Snack Bars 
COME ONE, COME ALL TO BUY OR SELL -
SELLING SPACE AVIALABLE. 
(407) 679-8705 OR 281-9952 -NORB KOLB, MGR. 
Books for The Performing a; rinc i\rls 




~o (407) 657-9099 
ro~i\\\i 
19c~\ 
Park. rL 3279'2 
ALPHA KAPPA PSI 
BUSINESS FRATERNITY 
SPRING SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT 
Class: C&D 
Date: March 21 and 22, 1992 
Entry Fee: $100.00 and 2 softballs 
Location: U.C.F. Softball Fields 
Draw: March 18, 1992 
Dead Line to Enter: March 18, 1992 
Rules: A.S.A.-12 run after 5 innings 1 hour time 
limit/double elimination 
Home Run Rule: 1 home run after that a single 
U.C.F. Rule: Mats are to be used behind the plate 
Awards: 
1st place team - Trophy & T-Shirts 
2nd place team - Trophy 
3rd place team - Trophy 
Contact - Laura Wagner or Collin Hurley 
277-2243(eves) 382-2268 
649-2847(days) 
Mail Check to - Laura Wagner 
5211 Andrea Blvd. 
Orlando, FL 32807 
driver might have been involved 
·in a serious offense down the 
road. Imagine what it looks like 
from the officers point of view if 
he thinks he is stopping what 
could be a shooting suspect, and 
the driver suddenly bails out 
and runs back toward him. 
When the officer approaches, 
it is best that the driver not 
make any sudden moves. "If 
producing a driver's license, reg-
istration, etc., is going to involve 
any sort of threatening move-
ment (reaching under the seat, 
into the console or glove com-
partment) explain what you are 
doing to the officer,"Brown said. 
. "Don't surprise the officer." 
This is a sentiment echoed by 
Black. ''The logical inference is 
that they are reaching for a 
weapon," he said. "It's best to 
tell the deputy before reaching 
for anything." 
If a driver feels an officer has 
behaved inappropriately on a 
traffic stop, there are avenues 
that can be taken. 
"Come to the office and make 
a complaint," Brown said. Keep 
in mind, however, that the mere 
fact that an officer wrote you a 
ticket is not a reason to make a 
complaint. 
"Weappreciatethatpeopledon't 
like being stopped," Black said. 
"But that's one of our duties." 
"" DEv ANEY'S "' 
sroRI' s PuB & EATERY 
"The Yard Club" 
Party with U? on 
St. Patricks Day March 17 
• Free Prizes 
° Free Buffet 
e Live Irish Music 
(James Patrick Murphy) 
• 12 Draft Beers 
• 8 TV's 
·Pool 
• Free Party Favors • Darts 
c Discounts on all Irish Beer 
679-6600 
7660 University Blvd. 
Gooding Shopping Center 
Special student offer: 
vengeance, lus~ se~ction 
& sacrifice. On1y $5. 
(Sung in Italian) 
Carr Performing Arts Centre 
Friday, March 13, 1992 I 8:00 p.m. 
Sunday, March 15, 1992 I 2:00 p. m. 
Tuesday, March 17, 199217:30 p.m. 
Sponsored by: 
Hubbard Construction Company 
For ticket~ call ( 407) 896-7664 
1.J·ltl!" LS>\ir Hertz 
Clffete ltade11s: Admiss1or to Rigoletto 1s only S5.00 with a valid student D 
ACHTUNG! U2 blows Florida away, baby 
LAKEL AND. 
by David J. Shoulberg alternate stage by his band mates for -
"Angel Of Harlem." The four chaps 
stood in the middle of the center, 
jamming, turning this civic center 
date intimate enough to have been a 
nightclub. 
The second highlight of the show 
was an angry, hard-core rendition of 
"BulletTheBlueSky."Bumingcrosses 
lingered on the huge video walls while 
The Edge's towering guitar work re-
~-~-~:;;aa~~ ---~~""' verberated about the 
hall. U2 followed a few 
songs later with "Pride 
rear of the set and al- (InTheNameOfLove)" 
ternately flashed reminding the audi-
graphic colors or cryp- ence that their impec-
tic messages like "Ce- cable version· coulci 
lebrity is a job," or "Re- never really be topped 
ligion is a club." by a sync-pop dance 
A marathon of new remake. 
tracks from Achtung · "IStillHaven'tFound 
Baby kicked off the WhatI'mLookingFor" 
show: "Zoo Station" closedoutthefirstpor-
and ''The Fly," were _(Photos I. tor. Anton Corbijn, Joe Gosen) tion of the show to a 
gritty and played excitingly well live. chorus of screaming fans. Even the 
During "Even Better (Than the Real press box was cheering for more, an 
Thing)" live images of the band were odd event, since most reporters are 
overlaid with home shopping net- usually buried in lap-top computers or 
work graphics. notebooks. After six minutes of chant-
It was this kind of wit that led a ing, pleading and yelling, U2 re-
leather clad Bono to grab a remote emerged for an encore. 
control and watch television before Draped in a silver lame suit, Bono 
switching back to rock 'n' roll. The strutted about stage, doing his best 
first highlight of the show was a Elvis posturing, before the group 
funky rendition of "Mysterious launched in to "Desire." During "Ul-
Ways," with laser rays shooting all traviolet (Light My Way)," the audi-
over the civic center. The response to encebathedin shimmeringwhitelight 
this was so overwhelming that it led reflected offlarge disco balls that were 
Bono to exclaim, "I forgot the USA lowered onto stage. "With Or Without 
was soo loud!" You" and "Love Is Blindness," closed 
During "Until The End Of The out the show. 
World" Bono strutted out onto a cat After a five year absence from the 
walk that extended to a secondary touring circuit, U2 proved that it was 
stage built in the middle of the con- worth the wait. The Zoo TV tour was 
cert floor. He walked among the the most anticipated tour of the year 
groping fans, secure, cocky and grace- and odds are it will be the most remem-
fully. He was joined on this small bered tour of the decade. 
N 
M - 1 : A M I 
by J.C.SmHh 
'Tm f**king beautiful,"" Bono taunted 
thecrowdatMiamiArena afterflaunting 
his silver lame suit at the beginning of 
U2's encore set Sunday nlght. 
Fans roared in approval as the rest 
of the band took the stage to finish out 
their second North American show in 
more than four· years. 
Paul ''Bono" Hewson, the charismatic 
lead singer of the Irish super group, is a 
big reason why fans camped out across 
Florida, some for days, to witness the "7'oo 
TV Tour." Tickets for the opening Lake-
land show sold out in four minutes while 
tickets for the Miami date were gone in 
about 12 minutes. 
Bono delivered what the fans waited 
solongtosee and hear. Throughout the 
show, he bounced and bounded around 
the stage and down a narrow ramp 
leading to a mini stage, almost daring 
the many cameras recording the show 
to keep up with him. At one point he 
kissed a camera lens and then lowered 
it for a close-up crotch shot that the 
crowd watched on four huge monitors 
behind and next to the stage. 
In the middle of the show, Bono 
proclaimed, "All of us in here can be 
transmitted all over the world, but 
tonight it's a private party/' referring 
to the broadcast of the Lakeland show 
Saturday night. 
When Bono asked for something to 
wipe the sweat from his face, audience 
members, enticed by his charm, re-
sponded by throwing bras, panties and 
T-shirts at him. 
Although certainly the most visible 
band member, Bono was only one-
fourth of the Miami show. Guitarist 
The Edge added to Bono's intensity 
with his screaming guitar, showing 
his genius on songs such as "Bullet the 
Blue Sky," ''New Year's Day" and the 
closing number, "Love is Blindness." 
Drummer Larry Mullen Jr. pounded 
out the beat while bassist Adam 
Clayton calmly stalked the stage. 
For the most part, however, the 
show lacked the political messages so 
characteristic of Bono and the boys. 
U2 Miami continued page CS 
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We would like to publish your account of Spring Break '92, be it funny or horrifying.Send entries to P.O. Box 25000 Orlando, FL 32816. Include name, photos and phone number . ............................................................................................... 
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"WE DARE TO COMPARE" · The National Pizza Chains 
Doubles Price For: Would Charge: University Store Conway Store 
98-4800 2 Large Pepperoni Supremes or Brand O: $18.99 plus tax 657-6300 · Meatea.-ers Pizzas ,_, Brand P.H.: $20.99 plus tax 
" 7579 University Blvd. 4310 CtDTy Ford Rd. 
$1 2 · 99 PLUS Competitor prices are lowest available as A G Ide od Rd · • TAX quoted at time of print t 0 llI1 • at Corner of Conway Rd. 
Limited delivery area ensures saftey, Your satisfaction is guaranteed! Please speak to our manager immediately if you are unsatisfied for any reason. 
------------r----------~-~------------- ------------
oUBC. .. . BUY ONE GET ONE FREE I noueq:s . LARGE ORDER J8'!8.':£S ONE PIZZA -, JDtmt;.~S SPECIAL PRICE 
D~S TWO PIZZAS J1~ SPECIALPRICE I ~ SPECIALPRICE I ~ 
,.; .. ._ WITH ONE TOPPING: ,.,·,,~ $25.99 'f~f I ~·"~ I r••·~ $9 59 Pf~ 
FREE 9.99 t6~7S PARTY PACK! I ~ONDA"Y MAD~ESS 1DOUBLES SNACK PACK 
DELIVERY ·Lus TAX 'Pws TAX I 5 Large 2 Item Pizzas I One Large One-Item Pizza I 2 Small 1 Item Pizzas 
Exp. 3131192 LARGE SMALL I And A I $3 99. PLUS I Plus One Order Of Our 
*Additiooali~s$1.42pertopping-~e$1.()C) I 2Li~rBottleofCoke . l ·· . • TAX I World Famous Bread Sticks 
per toppmg - Small Covers Both Pizzas FREE DELIVERY Exp. 3/31/92 CARRY OUT ONLY I NO COUPON NECESSARY I FREE DELIVERY Exp. 3131192 
.... -------------------, 
1. VALUABLE COUPON I sen· franklin 
YOUR: TOTAL CMFTS STORE I PRESENT THIS COUPON & I , 
• 
YOUR HEADQUARTERS FOR ALL 
YOUR ARTS & cRAFTS SUPPLIES, 
, POSTERS & . FRAMES, 
I RECEIVE $5.00 OFF ANY I 
I PURCHASE OF $15.00 OR MORE! I 
I I 
I Ben franklin I 
I YOURTOTALCRAFI'SSl'ORE .. ~ ~{,\ I 
.1 eWJ~{!).,._ I 
I GOOD HOMES PLAZA UNIVERSITY PARK PLAZA · I 
I 8901 w. COLONIAL 427 s. SEMORAN I 
SHIRT DECORATING I ORLANDO, FL WINTER PARK, FL I f 
· A-ND MUCH . MORE. 
I 299.012s e18-1822 I 
I MON-FRI 10am - Bpm• SUN 12pm - 6pm I ._ _____________________________ ............ ____________________ ...
Famous For 
Philly Cheese Steaks 
679-2448 
Mon.· Sat. 
10am • 10pm 
Sunday· 10 am· 9 pm 
10042 University Blvd. 
Comer of University & Degn 
TRY OUR 




: ~~!~~~,~~~~~~:~ : SAVE *100 : FREE : 
I ONE SUB I On any ~~o Subs, I CURLY FRI ES I 
I FRRE I Save 50¢ When You I Buy any Sub and a I 
I I Buy One I Medium Soft Drink I 
1 and get 
I GOODANYTIME I GOODANYTIME I AFREECURLYFRY I 
I of equal or lesser value I Not valid w/other coupons I Not valid w/other coupons I 
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: Alafaya McDonald's Supports ! 
: UCF Knights : 
I I 
I I 
I B Offer Good Only at these McDonald's: I 
1 ·uy .any 12305 Univ. Blvd.• 10413 E. Colonial Dr. 1 
: McDonald1s Large Sandwich -7409 E Colonial or. · : 
I • • & G t Q F Free Soft Drink, Tea & Coffee Refills , I 
11 e fie . ree Not Good in Conjunction with any other offer. II 1 Coupon Per Person Per Visit. I exp: March 31.1992 I . 
~--·········-~---···································· ... 
COMICS•PAINTBALL SUPPLIES•ROLE-PLAYING GAMES & MORE•OPEN 7 D JS 













· offer expires 4•2•92 *excluding paint guns ~ 
..._ ________________________ -..:..---·-------------------...........................................• ~~··········································· • • • • • 
~ Sprin • 'ill[ OLYMPU6 INC : OQL/\~DO. t1. Break Sale 
• • 
-
... announcing a new addttionr 
custom embroidery & monogramm~ng 
• • • • • •· • • • • 
: now available for an UCF clubs, fraternities, and sororties. : 
~ 1HE aYMPIB ; 
1 O'% OFF with coupon 
. T~Shirts, Tanks, & Shorts 
- ... - --' ... ..,.,...., ....... ~ ........,..._ .. ., .. ~~ 
• • 
: . ?~~!~ -~~~v.e.'?!ty.~~v.d •.. ~ ~!~~~~~'. ~~ .~~~1~ :.~~1 :~~1!1.; ....... ~............... : ... ~'SPJ~E~i, 1.31~2. 
First Union 
Welcomes ·Students 
At First Union, we lmow it's not easy being a college student. But it's the first step 
toward achievement and success. First Union is so committed to the student 
market, we've developed an entire 
program that fulftlls the special demands 
of your busy lifestyle. It's called 
COILEGIATE BANKING EXPRESS. 
Rm Union Nmlonal Sank 
ot.Elorlda ----------· --~·--·-·~---· 
---------------~---, . 
COLLEGIAlE BANKING EXPRESS is a new banking 
program geared solely towards students and includes: 
A No Minimum Checking Account. 
+ A FREE 24 hour banking card. 
+ FREE first order of 50 standard checks. 
+ FREE first year membership on a VISA card.• 
+ Overdraft protection. 
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by Patrick Campbell After an accident at a demon-
stration in a laboratory, Nick 
The story line of someone turns invisible. He knows noth-
tuming invisible, by accident or ing about science but is thrown 
not, and all the interesting cir- in the middle of this situation 
cumstances that can result has with the cops wanting to study 
been used in various books, tele- him, and he just wants his old 
vision shows and movies. - life back. This movie is told from 
H.G. Wells explored the sub- Nick'spointofview, buthenever 
ject in "The Invisible Man," talks to the camera. 
where a English scientist drinks DruylHannah playsAliceMon-
a potion he created and becomes roe, Nick's new love interest. He 
invisible. The latest chapter on · firstmeetsherbeforetheaccident 
this theme is "The Memoirs of andnaturallytumstoherforhelp 
an Invisible Man." afterward. Her character is what 
From SNL to the big screen, 
Chevy Chase. (Universal City) 
Chevy Chase plays Nick you expect: shocked at first then 
Holloway, a stock broker whose helpful and in love, willing to risk 
life seems empty because he has everything for him. 
nobody with which to share it. Sam Neill plays David 
Bid fare-well to CD longboxes, Vmce Neil 
David Shoulberg son to sing background vocals ads also throw in a free Sony 
on his latestR&B album ... Vince Walkman!... D.C. Comics will 
An agr eement has been Neil has left glam-rock group releaseathreeissuelce-Tcomic 
signedamongmostmajorrecord Motley Crue. Band mates cite bookcalled''Players"inlatesum-
companies to discontinue use of him as the only member of the mer ... MTV Unplugged will air 
the cardboard longbox in CD group who didn't regularly par- a special episode on March 11 
packaging by 1993. Instead, ticipate in the songwriting pro- featuring guitar god Eric 
compact discs will be sold in a cess. Neil blames it on creative Clapton ... The first single from 
shr ink-wrapped j ewel box... differences... Multi-Grammy Bruce Springsteen's upcom-
MichaelJacksonhasreturned winner Natalie Cole will per- ing album, Human Touch, 
a favor for fri end Eddie form March 21 at the Ocean should be in stores by the first 
Murphy.Murphy,whoadomed CenterinDaytonaBep.ch ... Asif week in March. Rumors that 
himself in Egyptian garb for six CDs_ for a penny wasn't the Boss may give a free concert 
Jackson's "Remember The good enough, the latest Co- in Central Park have, for the 
Time"video, has recruited Jack- lumbia House Record Club time being, been labeledahoax ... 
"We Deliver" 
11794 East Colonial Dr. 
(comer of Alafaya & E Colonial · behind Wendy's) 
273-9676 
2fu7a~~bi~;p:..~~-Thl;~~~~~-r-2-s--a11-2_1 ___ _ 
I 2 Large . 2 Small I . I m tem I 
I $9.95 $5.49 1 one large Pizza I I 2 Medium two toppings $6.49 
I $6.95 I $4 95 I I 
I Coupon Necessary I • I Coupon Necessary Original Round Pizza Only Coupon Necessary Original Round Pizza Only I 
~/r1•-:iry $1 .50 Extra. Not ualld IAl"other coupon:J Delrvery $1 .50 Extra. Not ualld i.q/other coupons ~Dellvery $1.50 Extra. Not ualld i.q/olher coupolJs c f6 c f6 c t6 --------- -------~-- ---------WOLFF SYSTEM TANNING AT 
TAN·FASTI UE TANNING SALON ,,. 
. WHERE THE SUN ALWAYS SHINES! 
, WE ALSO DO: 
•NAILS (ACRYLIC-GELS)! 
•INFRA-SLIM BODY WRAP! 
•EYEBROW & LEG WAXING! 
REEDY PLAZA - 10376 E. COLONIAL 
MON-FRI a:30am-9pmSAT 9-6pm SUN 12:oopm-s:00pm 
282-6042 
IO VISITS FOR $25.00 
SIGN UP A FRIEND AND GET 2 VISITS FREE 
,---, 
:t;~n:d: -BRIDALS 
I 1n for I Bridesmaids, Mother of the ~ride free CENTRAL FLORIDA& WEDDING TRADffiON SINCE 1942. 
I 9 itts 1- ----------
;i I ;!~~ I Fashion Square • 898-6122 
I chase I Altamonte Mall • 339-3131 
L _ _J Florida Mall • 855-7 555 
Jenkins, the hired professional 
tracking Nick down. He has a 
cool, friendly attitude on the 
surface, but underneath he just 
wants to trap and exploit Nick 
for financial gain. 
The whole movie is inter-
esting and all the special ef-
fects are very effective. In many 
scenes they show him looking 
into mirrors with things like 
phones, hats and other cloth-
ing floating across. Other 
scenes show him having fun 
with people who don't know he 
is in the room . . 
Chase's acting was good as 
usual. He threw in bits of com-
~edy that showed that his best Inviso Man continued page CS 
ELEB~'TJOJi 
-
Every Saturday Night is 
College Night 
At Holiday Inn UCF 
· $1.{)() Well Drinks 
· $2~ob ·call Prinks 
··· $t;oo ·:orafis 
Join Our D.J. 
Marty B. 
(with Metropolis Entertainment) 
From 9:30 pm - 1 :30 am. 
For Great Progressive And Dance Music. 
-i'f 
*~~l\)\.' 
University of Central Florida Area 
12125 High Tech Ave. Orlando, FL 32817 
Get more for your money! 
Largest 2 Bedrooms Near UCF -
2 bedroom/2 bath - 1,047 sq. ft. 
for only $490 per month! 
3 bedroom/2 bath at $630! 
Alafaya Woods Apts. 
3 miles north of UCF at Alafaya Woods Blvd. behind 
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Oates uncovers painful inner huths about real life 
Reviewed by Terri Pyle 
Joyce Carol Oates' latest collection of short stories is 
composed of a network of people and situations that we 
seem to have only heard about. But once inside "Heat," 
you will feel like you know more about love, pain, death 
and isolation than you ever dreamed. 
"Heat" contains 25 stories that are psychological 
explorations of the human condition and focus on the 
modern individual trying to cope in a modern society. 
Each is distinctively different in character and set-
ting, yet strikingly similar in theme. They all point 
to self-awareness. 
"Heat" examines the inner workings offamily, friend-
ships, marriage, childhood and the prospect of growing 
old. While we as readers think we may know something 
about these concepts, Oates gets to the very core of the 
mattes and uncovers some inner truths that we may 
have previously tried to avoid. 
In short, she writes 
about real life. 
B F At least one charac-OOKACJL ter in eve1! ac~~t 
~~~==~~~~===~ comes full Cll'cle m his 
l,l,iliil1 ~~~ 
· · ,::::: :::::,·· · she writes from a first, 
second or third person perspective, it is easy to become 
engrossed with her narrative style. 
For instance, "Getting to Know All About You" 
focuses on a brother and sister trying to live with 
alcoholic parents. The sister narrates, "We'd turned 
into caretakers of our parents like a middle-aged spin-
ster sister and bachelor brother who have been to-
gether all their lives and know nothing else." 
After a final burst of violence, the parents abandon 
their children and leave them to learn the hardest 
lesson of their lives. 
In 'The Hair" two middle-aged and childless couples 
"fear being hopeful of a friendship that would dissolve 
before consummation." Yet they pursue each other, 
weekend after weekend, with dinners, squash games 
and excursions to New York City. Just when they think 
they have become friends they discover, "there is the 
group life, which is presumably open and observable, 
and (then) there is the secret inner real life no one can 
penetrate." They are left to wonder about themselves, 
their marriages and their friendship. 
"Naked" is a chilling story told from the first-person 
perspective of a married woman hiking alone in the 
woods. She encounters "a small pack of black children 
running along the wood chip trail" and becomes privy to 
a wilding that leaves her naked and alone to grope her 
way home in the dark. Tqrough these dim woods she is 
forced to re-examine her life, only to understand that 
things weren't always what they seem. 
A man tries to put his marriage together "In House 
Hunting," oneofthreeO. Henry Award winners in this 
IN CONCERT: COMING SOON: 
RIGHT SAID FRED 
Sunday, March 15 
ST. PATRICK'S DAY CELEBRATION 
Tuesday, March 17 
Celebrate the "Wearing Of The Green!" 
ARTIE SHAW ORCHESTRA 
directed by Dick Johnson · 
Sunday, March 22 
collection. He discovers his wife's miscarriage is only 
part of the problem. After searching for a new job and 
a new home, he tries to come to terms with his life and 
realizes, "[he is] so close to extinction, to move an inch 
was to move a thousand miles." 
The delicate subject of the 
mother-daughter relationship is 
explored in "Shopping'' as the 
strained relationship takes a 
decided tum, though for better 
or worse remains a question left 
unanswered. 
Oates examines the contem-
porary issues of capital punish-
ment, interracial attractions, 
murder and rape with incred-
ible depth and disclosure. She 
seems to have actually lived 
these experiences before she 
wrote them, and if not, she 
proves herself to be more than a 
keen observer of life. 
Beyond these issues are the 
characterswhostandbehindthem. 
Not only does Oates convey an 
awareness of some very real prolr 
lems, she opens our eyes to our-
selves and those around us. 
Whetheryoucanidentifywith one 
or all of these characters, there's 
one thing for certain: you won't 
ever forget them. 




The messages were replaced by 
dazzling effects, hanging auto-
mobiles and near perfect pro-
duction-not to mention Bon o's 
playfulness and stage antics. 
Enjoy the best of big band music. Performing four shows 
on the WEST END STAGE (limited seating available). 
Long-time fans missed "Sun-
day Bloody Sunday" and the tra-
ditional closing song, "40," but 
U2 still delivered the best con° 
cert to hit America since 'The 
Joshua Tree Tour." 
SALUTE TO SPRING TRAINING 
Mid-March ... watch for details! 
Meet your favorite major league baseball team at this 
week long salute to Spring Training. 
ACADF.MY AWARDS PARTY 
Monday, March 30 
Celebrate like the stars in Hollywood as we 
honor the "Oscars!" 
lnviso Man 
FROMPAGEC4 
asset is comedy with some ac-
tion thrown in like "Fletch," and 
not the other way around. 
The movie is fine and has 
everything it should have. It is 
just missing something that 
would make it great. I would say 
that the movie is worth seeing 
for the acting and effects, but 
don't expect anything really ex-
hilarating or spectacular. 
... , 
The_ C~ntral Florida Future 
The coolest activity 
over Spring Break-
voting in the primary 
America is in a state of confusion again. The CFF poll results only confirmed what we already knew-UCF students are just as 
confused and undecided about who to vote for in 
the upcoming "Super Tuesday" primaries as the 
rest of the nation. 
The Republican Party, for the first time in a 
while, actually has a person who can put some heat 
on the incumbent president. The good ol' elephant 
party has started this race with two main candi-
dates, George Bush and Patrick Buchanan. It sort 
of sounds like a ticket, doesn't it? (B & B?) 
Buchanan is spouting off the rhetoric that Bush 
hasn't had his mind on the correct issues and that 
HE will take charge of the situation. Of course no 
one really knows whether Buchanan can actually 
carry out ANY sort of promises, other than writing 
clever speeches. 
Many folks we talked to said they were voting for 
Buchanan simply to "scare the pants off of Bush so 
he'll do something about the recession." There 
must be · some problem with the current state of 
affairs or there wouldn't be such a viable Republi-
can opposition to the Bush/Quayle Administra-
tion, Besides it's kind of nice to see Georgie sweat 
it out a bit. 
But, by the Republicans splitting their support, 
we can see that the Democrats may actually have 
a shot if they can decide on a candidate. But HOW 
many democratic candidates can a party be split 
over supporting? 
The Democratic Party is in even greater chaos. 
Bob Kerrey, Paul Tsongas, Jerry Brown, Tom 
Harkin and Bill Clinton all claim to be the Demo-
cratic answer. 
Most of these candidates are pushing the same 
problems with similar changes in mind. What 
differs is the amount of experience, the type of 
press coverage and little differences on smaller 
issues. These issues range from heal th care to 
education to the environment. Whether any of 
them have a foreign plan is a better question. 
Unfortunately it appears that the Democrats 
have a strong domestic plan, while Bush has 
developed a strong international base and 
Buchananisjustastrongspeaker.(Nottoquestion 
his abilities, just that his main line of work is 
speeches and political rhetoric.) 
Where does this leave the American voter? 
Confused 
Many people are upset over the state of the 
United States but do ·not feel that they can trust 
what the politicians espouse. Whether the Demo-
crats can get a strong backing for one candidate is 
questionable, as is the Buchanan election. But the 
fact is that there is greater waves now then there 
have been in a long time. 
The CFF staff would like to urge every regis-
tered voter to go out to the polls next Tuesday. It's 
Spring Break so there are no excuses. On the way 
to Daytona to catch some rays schedule in a few 
minutes to vote. 
Your opinion is the only thing that will cut 
through the confusion and put this country back on 















Charles K. Morrow 
Brian M. Wente 
Shayne A. Strickland 
•FAMILY CAN'T ATTEND 
Editor: 
Upon reading the Feb. 4 issue of 
the Future, I learned that the dat.e of 
the May commencement had 
changed. I was very upset to hear 
that graduation was moved from a 
Saturday to a Monday and that there 
is only going to be one commence-
ment ceremony. I was under the im-
pression that graduation was an op-
portunity for parents and family to 
celebrat.ewith the graduating senior. 
Havingthe ceremony on Monday does 
not take into account parents and 
family who live out of town or out of 
stat.e who would have to work the 
following day. What do out-of-town 
families do if they have already made 
travel arrangements (airplane or 
train tickets)? If the ceremony was to 
be changed, it should have been done 
before the dat.e was set and made 
public. 
I also thought that 'one of the main 
pw-posesofbuildingthenew UCF Arena 
was for graduation as well as for basket-
ball games. Even though there is only 
one ceremony on Monday, and it will 
take less time to put togetherthan three 
ceremonies, it is one of the most impor-
tant things that makes UCF unique 
because it personalizes the attention 
that the students and family :rereive. 
As far as I can see, there is no 
connection between the Orlando 
Arena and UCF. I understand that 
other institutions run their gradua-
tion ceremonies this way, but that 
does not necessarily mean it is best 
for UCF. With the ceremony down-
town, there is not the same opportu-
nity for family to visit the campus 
had the ceremony been on campus. 
Graduation is one of the most memo-
rable and special times of our lives 
and it does not seem like the students 
views were taken into account. 
The way it stands now, my family 
will not be able to attend graduation 
because a work day follows. I would 
have rather been limit.ed to four seats 
than not have any family att.end at all. 
One of the reasons I chose UCF is 
because there is more personal att.en-
tion given to students. The whole point 
of going to college is to get a degree that 
is celebrat.ed through a.commencement 
ceremony. 
The reason I am writing this lett.er 
is because I am not one of the "many" 
graduating seniors who was polled. Is 
it too lat.e for the students' voices to be 
heard???? 
Susan Bielawa 
a graduating senior 
•SPIKE LEE DIDN'T DIRECT 
Editor: 
In the past, I have learned to take 
the inaccurat.e information that fre-
quents your newspaper's pages with a 
grain of salt. For example, last semes-
t.er you referred to the pr-0ducer of the 
Lethal Weapon movies as "Ron Silver" 
in the story AND in the caption be-
neath "his" photograph. I simply 
laughed knowing that the producer's 
name is Joel Silver and not Ron Silver, 
the Tony award-winning actor and star 
of such films as "Reversal of Fortune." 
More recently, I was angered by the 
fact that you let the cat out of the bag 
and revealed that the actor who played 
the T-1000 in "Terminator 2" reprises 
the role in "Waynes World" (which 
incidentally, was a cameo not even 
uncovered by the Mr. Blabber Mouth 
himself, Jay Boyar of the Sentinel). 
My anger made me almost oblivious to 
the fact that you credit the act.or as 
"Jason Patric" when the act.or's name 
really is Robert Patrick. Undoubt.edly, 
Julia Roberts would not be amused. 
(You remember Julia Roberts, she was 
in "Charlie's Angels" -NOT!) 
However, I felt the need to finally 
raise my voice when I saw the headline 
in theFeb. 25issue,in bigboldlett.ers, 
"Spike Lee loses some int.egrity with 
March 5, 1992 12 
'Juice.'" I'm sure Spike Lee would 
have some int.egrity left even ifhe did 
direct "Juice." Your paper, on the 
.other hand, doesn't because, need I 
inform you, SPIKE LEE DID NOT 
DIRECT JUICE. He had nothing, 
nada, nil, zilch, zero to do with that 
movie. 
For you film buffs, ERNEST 
DICKERSON direct.edit. And ifthe 
writer of the article was actually fa-
miliar with Spike lee's int.egrity, he 
wouldn't have to see the opening cred-
its to realize that "Juice" wasn't in 
Spike Lee's distinctive style. 
Joseph Morona 
radio/TV 
•REVIEWER NOT ACCURATE 
Editor: 
As a student of the university de-
partment of theatre, I would like to 
express to you the general feeling of 
apathy I have toward your paper. 
The department has finally oon-
vinced the Future to review its shows 
and for that we are grateful. However, 
the review of 1'he illusion" was at best 
deplorable. The review itself was a good 
review, but the accuracy was severely 
lacking. I am also quit.e appalled at the 
lack of education the reviewer obviously 
has in English oomposition. Do you 
have a proof reader, and if not, why not? 
I would imagine that the editor in chief 
would at least look over the layouts 
before the paper goes to print. 
I was also wondering if your re-
viewer actually watched the show. 
I sincerely hope that in the fu-
ture (pun intended) you will look 
over things more carefully and per-
haps have our school newspaper 
"out class big league" papers, if not 
in the circulation, at least in qual-
ity. 
Lorinda K Della Costa 
theatre 
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Racism is no longer the sole territm.y of whites today 
Bill Cusliing 
WHAT'S NEXT? 
W e seem to have a misconception floating around these days that is obviously gaining momen-tum and popularity. 
For some reason or another the notion is 
setting in that to be a racist, one must be white. This fable 
has become so entrenched that one popularpersonality has 
gone so far as to say that blacks cannot possibly be racist 
because, to be racist, one must be in a position of power. 
Sony, guys. The only position one needs to be in to 
be racist is one in which hate can be manifested arid 
directed. 
Therefore, the only qualification one needs for rac-
ism is to be human. 
I hope that no one reading this is going to insist that 
excludes them from the possibility. 
In fact, according to Webster's New Lexicon Dictionary, 
racism is defined as «the assumption that the characteris-
tics and abilities of an individual are determined by rare." 
Why bring this up? Because there are a lot ofracist 
attitudes on the rise today, and it is not a market that 
Sammy Sloth 
-
is cornered by whites only, although they certainly 
have their fair share of it. 
The Orlando Sentinel recently ran an Associated 
Press piece headlined "The color white a color off ear for 
many blacks." 
In it, a number ofblacks reported living"with the fear of 
being killed or physically harmed by whites," and they 
increasinglymention the possibility ofa white "conspiracy." 
AIDS, drugs, ghetto gang wars, alcohol, tobacco and 
even syphilis have all been noted as weapons used in a 
systematic campaign ofblack genocide. The only detail 
that seems to be left out of this whole scenario is who or 
what, precisely, is conducting this campaign. 
I rertainly hope no one suspects the U.S. government. 
Hell, they can't even bounce checks properly without 
being discovered. It is highly unlikely that it could 
conduct some covert nefarious operation of this magni-
tude without screwing up somewhere. 
Again, I want to emphasize that I am not sayirig that 
there are no racists in power, nor that they wouldn't 
love to conduct such a campaign of genocide. 
The point is that for every David Duke, Pat Buchanan 
or John Santora that the black community can point 
out, there is a corresponding Yahweh ben Yahweh, 
Leonard Jeffries or Louis Farrakhan. 
Yahweh is on trial in Miami and leads his own 
"religious" sect that periodically cleanses the world of 
Yahweh's favorite target, the "white devils." According 
to some reports, Yahweh has even cut off ears of his 
victims as trophies. Some religion, huh? 
Leonard Jeffries, who ironically holds an academic 
chair at the City University of New York, has long 
railed against whites, much to both the university's 
and New York state's embarrassment. 
Farrakhan, a leader of the black equivalent of the Ku 
Klux Klan known as the Na ti on oflslam, has called the 
white man the "greatest liar" on the face of the planet. 
However, one look at the way he conducted himself 
during the Tawana Brawley investigation brings his 
own integrity into question. 
Farrakhan, coincidentally, is a black who presents 
the Klan with a bit of a moral dilemma. He's black, but 
he also hates Jews. 
How does the KKK handle this?. 
These people-supposedly leaders in the black commu-
nity - are nothing more than thugs and harbingers of 
hatred. It is counterproductive to progress in thinking that 
any of the rubbish they shovel is either true or justifiable 
mistakes. 
True progress will not be made until people realize 
that racism, like people, comes in all shapes, sizes and, 
yes, colors. 
R. K. S. 
Last week's question: Should the United States provide national 
health care? 
"Yes. Well, everybody needs health care. It 




"Yeah. Since the U.S. is the only modern 
system which does not provide health care, it 
would seem logical that the U.S. provides. It 
would help us a lot." 
Martin Johnson 
psychology 
This week's question: 
"I think we should provide health care. Most 
people in the United States can't afford it." 
Shanna Rosario 
undecided 
"No. I think people should be responsible 
enough to take care of themselves." 
Steven Mielke 
human resource management/business 
Should the FCC continue to 
monitor the airwaves for 
inappropriate material? 
Call The Central Florida Fµture's hotline with your view at 823-3956 
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 1 you!! Hope you enjoyed your special 
GREEK CORNER 
ALPHA DELTA Pl 
Great Workshop Girls! Remember to 
save those cans, a new tradition is about 
to begin, Greek Week '92 rum wishes 
everyone a fun and safe Spring Break! 
n• 
ALPHA KAPPA PSI 
We are All Pros on Sec. 1604.11 ! See 
you all on Fri. Hang in there, only 1 more 
day til FREEDOM week! Everyone be 
safe & have FUN! Russ, Jack-we still• 
U! Glad 2B AKPsi! 
ALPHA TAU OMEGA 
UCF's biggest, bes~ most enjoyable bash 
is coming ... ATQ's 6th Annual Island 
Party is March 21st, so get psyched. To 
all greeks, have a spectacular and safe. 
Spring Break. Remember, we are all 
Greek brothers and sisters; "You can't 
shake hands w/ a closed fist. Good luck 
to the A TQ surf team-we'll see you at 
Cocoa Bch on Sat. TBMT, BBC, Irie 
mon. 
DELTA GAMMA 
Thanks TIB<I> for the social with rx & 
<1>~8. Remember softball game today! 
Have a fun and safe Spring break! Greek 
Week is around the corner. Save those 
Spring Break cans. t..r#1 
DEL TA SIGMA Pl 
Tomorrow night is little brother appreci-
ation so let's take the Pledges out and 
show them a good time. Sat. is the Bar-
ry Univ. installation. Next week is Spring 
Break so let's all go out and have a 
good time, Party hard, and use the time 
for what it was meant. But always re-
member to think when you drink and 
practice safe !#? Go Delta Sig! 
- -------- - ----·-
DELTA UPSILON 
Awesome 16-10 win in Softball. Good 
luck with this Friday's game at 4:00. 
Remember-By-Law Meeting on the 15th. 
Have a great Spring Break Everyone! 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
Lambda Chi wishes everyone a fun & 
safe Spring Break! Use your head when 
it comes to drinking. Bros & AM's don't 
miss the meeting Sun. before school 
starts. AXA-1. 
PHI GAMMA DEL TA 
SPRING BREAK PRE-PARTY Fri. 
Games at 4, Party at 9. Free food, Vol-
leyball and bring your bathing suits! Also 
Happy B-Day to Chad & Frazier! Do 
you smell a Bake-off? Go FIJI I ! 
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON 
Thanks to everyone who helped with the 
MDA Lockup-Raised $2,500, <l>A to 
Mike A. We would like to wish everyone 
a safe spring break. Congrats to stag 
Nat'I History Award-<l>A 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
SIG-EPS & All Greeks have a great & 
safe Spring Break! We'll see most of you 
in the Keys. Whose driving down & can 
I get ride? SHACKING DOWN tonight 
@the house! King Urb fell & if it wasn't 
for Dave waking him up he would have 
been out for the count! Keep Polo 
"Makeba" Bronson in your hearts. SIG-
EP's SPRING BREAK '92!!! 
TAU KAPPA EPSILON 
The Brothers of Tau Kappa Epsilon 
would like to congratulate once again 
all those who participated in Powder 
Puff, also congratulations to Ml). for tak-
ing overall winner in a close match-up! 
We can 't wait to see the results and 
outcome for next year!!! Oh, by the 
way ... -Christina ... you know who• 's 
award! Good Luck Kiran with 0-Team!! 
Attention all TEKE Brothers .... A Man-
datory meeting shall take place tonight 
at 9pm sharp in Phillips Hall Rm #115 
Make sure you're there! 
IT'S COMING .... . OUR WEEK!!!! 
GOTEKE!! 
DEADLINE CHANGE: The Deadline for 
the Tuesday March 17th issue after 
Spring Break will be TODAY Thurs-
day, March 5th at 4pm. NOTE: The 
Central Florida Future Business Office 
will be CLOSED during Spring Break: 
CLUB INFO 
*"A TIENTION** 
THE UCF PUBLIC RELATIONS 
CLUB 
PRESENTS: 
CARI HAUGHT COATS, of the 
ORLANDO MAGIC 
Hear her speak on her experiences 
& PR Today, THURS, MARCH 5@ 
3pm 
PH Room 104 See You There! 
A TIENTION: Please DO NOT PLACE 
ANY ADVERTISEMENTS OR FL YEAS 
ON THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
NEWSPAPER STANDS!!! If anyone's 
ad or flyer is found anywhere on the 
stands, you will be notified only ONCE 
and then charged and billed for the full 
page ad rate - $420! ! ! 
ROOMMATES 
MF Nonsmoker 2Bd2Ba Apt AltSprings 
$250+1/2 util Pool etc. 3805967/ 
2950992 
F night-owl psych. major seeks F roomie 
to share BO/Bath in large, beautiful 
townhouse. Close to UCF. No depos-
its, $190 pays A.LL. Please call late at 
282-1554. 
Fem needed to share 2Br/2Bath Dupl 
$230+1/2 util. No Pets/ Smoke 5 min to 
UCF Call 381-2713 anytime. 
Female Roommate Wanted- $163 per 
month. Own Bedroom and Full Bath. 5 
miles from UCF at Woodlands Apts. Pay 
only Phone & Electric! Lighted Racquet-
ball, Tennis Courts, and Pool, Laundry 
facilities on premises. Please Call! 275-
9721 
Responsible M/F Roommate Needed to 
Share 2Bd1Den2Ba $265 + 1/2 Util. 5 
mi from UCF Call 282-3419 
Roommate needed to share 2 Bdrm 2 
Bath Duplex 1.5 miles from UCF Neat 
and Considerate No Drugs $200/month 
+ 1/2 Util. Call 380-0462 
Fem Roommate Needed ASAP to share 
2bd/2ba near UCF. $245 + 1/2 util $100 
dep Call Tammy 366-2693 M-Th 
Roommate needed to share townhouse 
Large Bdrm., own Bthrm., W/D, Pool, 
Tennis . $300/mo. Call 380-7531 . 
FOR RENT 
Duplex 2Bd/2Bath Sherwood Forest 
$4 75/Month + $500 Deposit or 
$525/Month + NO Deposit 
321-1163 or 331-9334 
Large 2/2 w/Private Balcony or Patio, 
Large Kitchen, walking Distance to UCF. 
Please ask about our Move-in Special 
282-5657 
212 Apt Walk to School, Clean Extras 
$435 + Sec Move in Special 872-0373 
2Bdrm 1 1/2Bth Townhouse, 436 Area, 
Nice, Pool, Move in Special 872-0373 
Beautiful 28-28 Duplex, Dishwasher, 
Disposal, Located Near Dean Rd & Hwy 
50 Close to shopping, restaurants & 
easy access to E/W. Must See! $400 
per month & $300 Security Deposit 862-
3188 or 648-5136 
*Sherwood Forest* 
3/2 and 2/2 Available for Immediate 
Occupancy. Call OMV Properties Inc. 
657-1967 
Near School In Sussex Place Spacious 
3Bdrm/2Bth $550/mo.+$250 Dep. Ask 
about Special 381-9228 
. FORSALE 
WHY RENT-BUY INSTEAD! 
2br/2ba 2nd fl unit for sale or lease. 
2br/ 2 1/2 ba townhome for sale. Pool 
& Tennis Call Pat Lins, 834-4600 
King Size Oak Waterbed, New Mattress 
& Heater. (8) Drawer Pedestal & Mir-
rored Headboard. Asking $500 
OBOPh#275-9721 
1/2 Duplex-2B/2B w/ all appliances (W/ 
D} New Carpet, Ceramic Tile, Wood 
deck. Wooded Lot. Must sell ASAP! 
Asking 62,000 080! Sherwood Forest 
3118 Vishaal Dr-Call Cheryl 282-4487 
Tandy 1000 EX, 5 1/4 , 3.5, DMP130 
Printer Modem, Color Monitor, 2 Joy-
sticks, Memory Exp Card, Printer Case, 
Plenty of Software, $900 OBO 277-0998 
or xO 123 ask for SW 
Tommy Hilfiger Pullover Shirts, Assort-
ed Colors. Sizes M& L $35 Call 365-
0598 
CD Rack: Black, Holds Approx. 250 
CD's VCR & Cass. Tapes $80 OBO 
365-8171 
Golf Clubs-Hogan /Rons 3-PW $85 
x2079 
Kitchen Table + Chairs $80 OBO 
Matching Beige Couches $75 Together 
Twin Bed $130 OBO Call 366-2384 
Full Size Waterbed and frame - $25. 
MUST GO!! Call 281-9318 & leave msg. 
AUTOS 
Cash For Your Car 679-0097 
Dodge Shelby Charger '83 Good Cond. 
Needs AC Compressor, Lots of new 
parts, Recent paint. $1800. 298-0413 
82 Datsun 310GX, hatch back, 5 speed, 
tinted windows, am/fm radio. Reliable, 
Great for student. $600/0BO. 679-4214 
after 5 or leave message. 
HELP WANTED 
RPS needs PIT Package Handlers from 
3-?am $7 per hr Call 297-3715 
Make up to $5000/mo. or more record-
ing video cassette tapes. FREE DE-
TAILS! CALL TODAY! (813) 852-8837 
(Ext JH 13) 
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-
fisheries. Earn $5,000+/month. Free 
transportation! Room & Board! Over 
8,000 openings. Male or Female. For 
employment program call 1-206-545-
4155 ext 1381 
PLASMA DONORS SAVE LIVES 
Earn up to $100 per month for 2 visits 
per week/New donors or absent for six 
months bring this ad for $5 bonus/Stu-
dent appointments avail. Smoke Free 
Environment/Community Bio-Resourc-
es Inc. 1122 W. Church St. 0rlando 
841-2151 Mon-Thur6:30-6:00 Fri6·30-
4:00 Sat 6:30-12:00 
TRAVEL FREE & GET PAID FOR IT! 
For details-send $2 payable to : J. ALI 
12715 Trowbridge Ln Tampa, Fl 33624 
GET PAID to Watch TV! Exciting new 
method! Free details write to J&H Pub-
lishing 12715 Trowbridge Ln Tampa, 
Fl33624 
$$ CLUB JUANA$$ 
HAVE FUN-GET FIT-MAKE$$ 
Come see the new tropical art deco 
surroundings of FL's most exotic show 
club. Benefits: full workout room, tan-
ning bed, shower, & jacuzzi. Profes-
sional make-up/hair stylist available. Full 
liquor+ gourmet menu. Will train. Must 
be 18. Call Mr. Green at831-7717. 
Summer internship available! Gain prac-
tical management experience in your 
hometown. All majors may apply Call 
now 1-800-443-3059. 
Don't be an unhappy whopper flopper 
Part-Time Help Wanted 4 miles from 
UCF Flexible hrs. AIR-CONDITIONED 
Office, Earn $4.35 to $9.00 hour. Limit-
ed Openings Call 671-4111 
ATIENTION CHILDREN'S ENTER-
TAINERS AND CARE GIVERS! Part 
Time-At KIDS KONVENTIONS-AM& 
PM Hrs-Child Care Exp. A+-Call M-F/ 
9-5/894-4554 
ATTENTION: Excellent Income 
for home assembly work. INFO. 504-
_646-1700. DEPT. P307 
The Hottest Opportunity in the USA says 
"Success" Magazine. Be your own boss, 
unlimited earnings potential, once in a 
lifetime chance. Act now Saturday 
March 7th & 14th at the lower level of 
the Casselberry library at 1 Oam or the 
American Legion Hall on Lee Rd Tues-
day March 10th & 17th at 7:30pm Give 
me one hour of your time. Ask for Tom. 
WANTED 
Skater's Half-Pipe Call Lori 678-5348 
Leave Message 
SERVICES 
Money for College-Guaranteed!! Under-
grad, grad, athletic funding searches. 
Call 1-800-669-94 19. 
Need extra $$$ for Spring Break? 
Haven't filed your tax return yet? For a 
free consultation on how you can get 
your tax refund back fast and cash in 
your hands in less than 48 hrs, Call 
A&M Tax 678-2829 Complete Prepara-
tion Also Available 48hr Tax Cash-678· 
2TAX-
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY Full or 
part time. For more information Send 
SASE:· Steve Ehnes, Box 1357, Leba-
non, MO 65536 
TYPISTS 
-*** WP, EDmNG: APA, MLA, etc. 
366-0538 
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WORDMASTERS 2n-9600 
Student documents and resumes. 
Same day service available. IBM/AT, 
Word Perfect 5.0 
IBM letter quality/laser printing. 
Fast*Professional*Accurate 
LOWCOST-
WORD PROCESS SERVICE: 
no job is too large or too small, 
1-2 cents/word, 
THE ELECTRIC PENCIL, 24 HRS, 
407-423-8078. 
KCO INC Typing/WP/DP/$1.50-$2.00 
7440 University Blvd-Call 678-6735 
Will Type For Food. 249-2543 
LOST& FOUND 
GOLD BAND DIAMOND RING Ladies 
Elizabeth 382-6184 Reward Was Spe-
cial Sentimental I have lost sleep over 
this Was My Mom's 
TUTORS 
French Tutoring Helen 282-7428 
---------------
LSAT GRE GMAT Prep Course 
Open Enrollment High Scores Taught 
by Testing Specialist Michael Tierney, 
897-3300 
SPANISH TUTORING CALL MARIA 
282-9872 BETWEEN 1 TO 3; AFTER 
9PM ALSO WEEKENDS 
SAT, ACT, GAE, GMAT TUTORING 
MORE SCORE LESS$$$ 249-2246 
OTHER 
DEMOCRAT FOR PRESIDENT 
Want to learn more about Paul Tson-
gas? Call 896-1371 for info on Students 
for Tsongas at UCF. 
SPEND SPRING BREAK 
in the BAHAMAS for $299 
Call: 384-7014 Today 
PERSONALS 
Chris, Tuesday night was incredible 
come see the premiere of my film to-
night at the Wild Pizza at 9pm. The title 
is "Different But the Same". Let it be 
our film• Pat 
LADIES 
Earn extra money modeling, alone or 
with girlfriend, must be attractive with 
good figure. Discretion assured by gen-
erous photographer. Send PIP T&M Box 
2135 Bunnell, FL 32110 
Thank you, Ted May 
In 2 Days, some Chick "Chile" will be 
20! 
HAPPY (early} BIRTHDAY 
RITA GANDHI 
Smile, Cathy 
Smitten, As I write this I do Miss YOU 
( & Boot) Just wanted you to know! 












FROM PAGE 16 
score Castaldo and win the 
game for the Knights. 
"I don't think it should have 
been this close; we just didn't 
get the runners across the plate 
tonight," Lynch said. 
"We were real pumped up 
playing a division one team, 
but we have a lot of freshman 
playing for us and when we get 
in a close game like this we 
tend to tense up and forget 
what we are supposed to be 
doing," Flagler head coach 
Dave Barnett said. 
Despite not getting a hit until 
the third inning, the Knights 
scored in the first inning after 
Tony MarrilliaandLynch walked, 
followed by a successful double 
steal attempt. Marrillia later 
scored on a throwing error. 
Flagler answered the next 
inning by scoring three runs 
and then scored again in the 
third off of starting pitcher 
Anthony Laszaic, who was tat-
tooed during the second and 
third inning, giving up five hits. 
After that, he settled down and 
didn't give up an earned run 
the remainder of the game. 
"At the beginning it was like 
batting practice. They were just 
teeing off on him,"pitchingcoach 
Mike Maack said. 
"I wasn't sharp tonight. 
Some days you go out there 
and feel like a million dol-
lars, other days you don't," 
Laszaic said . 
Laszaic pitched eight innings, 
giving up seven hits and four 
earned runs and striking out 
nine Saint batters. 
With the Knights down 4-1 in 
the bottom of the third, Marrillia 
and Lynch broke the no hitter 
with two perfectly laid bunts 
down the third base line. The 
Knights successfully pulled off 
another double steal, and a 
throwing error enabled 
Marrillia to score . 
The next inning Castaldo 
tagged a double down the right 
field line and went to third on a 
wild pitch. Marrillia then ripped 
another double, scoring Castaldo. 
The Knights then benefitted 
from back-to-back doubles in the 
fifth inning by Lynch and desig-
nated hitter Paul Caropreso. 
Castaldo then spanked a 
run-scoring single, giving UCF 
a 5-4 lead. 
Things fell apart in the seventh 
inning for the Knights, who gave 
Flagler three unearned runs and 
commited three errors. 
Leftfielder Kiki Antonini 
was the Knight villain of the 
inning, letting a ball past him 
to turn a single into a triple for 
' .. t ' •••••• 
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Pitcher Joe Wagner, catcher Glenn Richardi and pitching coach Mike Maack con-
verge on the mound to discuss the game at hand. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE) 
the Saints, which allowed them 
to sco1~ two runs. 
ThenexttwoinningtheK:rughts 
had ducks on the pond, including 
jammed the bases in the eighth, 
but it became null and void. 
Freshman Eric Hagstrom ( 1-
0) got credit for the Win, coming 
infortheninthinningandstrik-
ing out two batters. 
The Knights then used their 
bottom of the ninth heroics to 
pull of the win. 
Leading the Knights offen-
sively was the one-two punch of 
Marrillia and Lynch. Marrillia 
went 3-5, drove in two runs, 
scored twice and stole five bases. 
Lynch was 3-4 with one RBI and 
two stolen bases. 
UCF begins conference play 
this weekend when they visit 
Jacksonville for a tough three-
game series which should set 







- Money makes the world go 
round ... and round and round and 
round 
If you're a UCF fan trying to 
figureoutwhatall thestoriesabout 
the Knights pulling out of the Sun 
Belt conference mean, the answer 
all comes out to money. · 
"11 DDl'T IDlO WEEKENDS~" 
Everything seemed to be rosy 
heading into the season as UCF 
coaches all praised the Sun Belt 
conference and glowingly re-
marked thattheconferencewould 
give an air of legitimacy to our 
young athletic programs~ 
I * I 
~ 
"Because working part-time at 
UPS .. . I don't have to. They have five-
day schedules that leave your weekends 
free. Work morning, noon, or night hours 
that work around your class 
schedule. Ahd get paid holidays and 
vacations. 
'That's plenty of time to study or 
recharge. And I make plenty too ... 
almost $10,000 a year for working about 
4 hours a day. UPS knows students 
value time as much as money. 
"At UPS, most students work in Oper-
ations and some in Accounting, Indus· 
trial Engineering, I. S. and Customer 
Service. So if you don't do weekends, do 
contact UPS." 
Applicants are being considered 
for your local UPS office. For 
interviews or more information about 
UPS, see your school's career 
development or job placement 
center. UPS is an equal opportunity 
employer. 
M/F 
WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US. 
U:-p, s=-=- D.-E~ ,L-- 1···v··Vi ·.·!E.~ 1A~- ~s-~ ·E-iiD1·,~ !:Ull r~ :-\~y--;;:1~~a~··, ~1f1 . . = . - - 1 .. · · ~1u.:.,,u~UM · . ~- q 
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Exposure and market value 
were supposedly to have skyrock-
eted for UCF as they stepped into 
a conference that had become 
known as a minor power in bas-
ketball, baseball and other sports 
- to various extents. 
The conference is known and 
recognized as a major leagueorga-
nizationandatthis pointin UCFs 
drive to Division I prominence, the 
Sun Belt seemed to be a delightful 
way to come out of the shadows. 
Yetinthemidstoftheeconomic 
drought that has submerged the 
educational system in Florida, the 
price to maintain good standingin 
the conference has become a wee 
bit high for athletic director/foot-
ball coach Gene McDowell. 
Recognition is nice but without 
moneytokeepourprogramsafloat, 
recognition is about as necessary 
as lOOpercentattendancefor 1000 
level classes. 
Tom Burnett, the director of 
communications for the confer-
ence, diplomatically deals with the 
subject. 
''In this day and age, team's 
leaving conferences is not unique. 
The school is looking out for their 
bestinterests,"Burnettsaid. 'The 
conference is trying to do what's 
best for them. If those two factors 
don't fall in line, change may oc-
cur. 
The Sun Beltconferenceexecu-
tive committee will meet at the 
tournament and address the sub-
ject I just don't know for certain 
what will happen from there." 
1 '-
....  
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Women's basketball team bounces back for victory 
Jenny Duncanson 
STAFF REPORTER 
The Lady Knights have learned how to fall, pick 
themselves up, dust themselves off and bounce back. 
UCF faced Lamar for the second time this season. 
Lamar is third in the SunBelt Conference. 
The Lady Kn:ightslostthefirstgame,99-53. TheKn:ights 
scored one more point in this confrontation, but so did 
Lamar and the bout ended with Lamar on top, 100-54. 
The game marked a low point for the Lady Knights, 
who only had two players score in double digits. Tamika 
Coley made 12 points and Yolanda Rhodes scored 10. 
The Lady Knights only shot 40 percent for the game. 
Butit'shardtoholdagoodteamdownandUCFtookthe 
courtforit's second battle with the UniversityoITexas-Pan 
American. The Lady Broncos are eighth out of nine teams 
in the conference and have only one conference win. 
The last meeting between these two schools resulted 
in a victory for UCF, breaking a five game losing streak. 
UCF controlled the tip-off and the game, the final 
home game for the women this season. 
Five minutes into the halfUCF led and never looked 
back. At the break the Lady Knights held a 13-point 
lead. UCF never let UT-Pan American come closer 
than 12 points in the second half. 
Kala Loomis ended the game with 17 points as the 
Lady Knights defeated UT-Pan American 73-57. 
Coley and Rhodes helped the winning effort by 
combining for 25 points. Coley and Rhodes also led the 
team defensively, together making 17 rebounds. 
UCF is sixth in the conference with a 5-9 record in 
the conference and 9-14 record overall. The Lady Knights 
have three more games before the conference champi-
onship tournament March 12-14. The tournament will 
be held at Western Kentucky University. 
Two of the remaining three games are conference 
games, so the seeding for the tournament is not yet final 
As the battle for the championship title is decided, 
the individual races will also be decided. 
Freshman Tamika Coley is second in the conference in 
overall scoring with 148 tot.al points as of Feb.23. Coley is 
25 points behind the leader. Coley is also second in the 
rebounding category, averaging 10.1 a game. 
Senior Yolanda Rhodes is fourth in the scoring 
standings, averaging 16.6 points a game. 
Sophomore Debby Batz is also on the list with 6.8 
rebounds per game. She is also second in free throw 
percentage with 80 percent. 
Baseball team flips Flagler 
Knights sneak past Division II Saints in 8-7 win 
by Jason Lesko 
STAFF REPORTER 
When UCFfaced Flagler, the game 
was another one of those tedious blow-
outs by the Knights that enabled the 
starters to hit the showers early and 
gave the younger players game expo-
sure - NOT. 
The Knights (10-3), who have won eight 
straight, squeaked by the Flagler Saints, a 
6-10 NAIA Division II team, needing the 
last pitch of the game to win 8-7. 
The Knights left 14 runners on base, 
opposed to the five left by Flagler. 
Knight head coach Jay Bergman said. 
Goingintothe bottom of the ninth inning 
the Knights were down 7-6, but with the 
help of the Saints infield the Knights were 
able to overcome the deficit 
Senior catcher Glen Richardi led off 
the inning with a sharp grounder to the 
third baseman that was booted. Short-
stop Greg Castaldo hit another grounder 
and a throwing error by the Saint short-
stop enabled Richardi to score from first, 
tying the score at seven. 
UCF coach Jay Bergman shows the entusiasm that has made him a 
winner with the Knights and with UF before that. (Charles K. Morrowtr=uruRE) 
"We had a lot of opportunities to 
score and blow the game open, but if 
you don't get the runners across the 
plate, these weaker teams begin to 
think that they can play with you," 
After Eric Golden was hit in the 
back by a pitch, and Todd Tocco was 
intentionally walked, Ty Lynch stepped 
to the plate with the bases juiced and 
hit a line drive back up the middle to 
BASEBALL continued page 15 
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